
 

 

Forever Fierce Locs 
Sisterlocks™    

Client Agreement 

I ___________________ have received a consultation regarding the Sisterlocks™ system of 
natural hair management and have understood the instructions on the locking process, washing 
techniques, retightening schedule and daily care. 

I agree to pricing as stated in the consultation for the establishment as well as ongoing 
maintenance. 

Pricing Breakdown as follows: 

• Consultation - $35 (if install is booked within 60 days fee will be applied to install) 

• Establishment $900 up to 5 inches, $35 for each additional inch (i.e. 10inches of natural 

hair would be $1075) density & heat damaged hair & circumference is also a factor 

• First retightening included in starter package (excessive slippage will be charged after 

3hrs) 

• Retightening maintenance $140 up to 3 hours…$200 for mobile up to 4 hours ($25 hr 
after flat rate) 

• Retightening schedules from 4 to 6 wks…., 6-8 wks…., 8-10 wks…., 10-12 wks…., past 12 

wks requires consultation. 

• Payments made by electronic methods will be assessed 8% fee...(ex. cash app, paypal, 

square, venmo etc.) Cash is best. 

I agree to use Sisterlocks™ products during the formation of my locks under the care of my consultant.  I 

also understand that the Sisterlocsks™ shampoo formula is designed to produce the best results, and 

that using products other than Sisterlocks™ at any time may result in loc slippage, tangled or unlocked 

hair. 

I understand that regular appointments are necessary to maintain my locs, and that if any scheduled 

appointments are missed, my consultant is not liable for the condition of my locs. I also understand that 

time is valuable and agree that if I’m more than 15 minutes late for the scheduled appointment….either 

a late fee will be assessed or the appointment will need to be rescheduled.  If your appointment has 

been confirmed and you still need to cancel a 48 hr notice before your appointment is required or a 

cancellation fee of $25 will be assessed for your next appointment.  

Finally I understand that if for any reason multiple infractions will result in the dissolution of our 

agreement and I may be referred out. 

________________________________     __________________ 

Client Signature         Date 


